
Date: 

Raha Charitable Trust (RaHa) 
P O Box 811 
00502 Nairobi 
Kenya 

Hi there,  
RE: AGREEMENT ON SITE FOR RaHa CLEAN CLOSE WATER / TOILET 
I nominate______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________for 
RaHa Solutions.  

The nominee is (please mark one correct description of the nominee from the 5 

descriptions below): 

1. a water starved_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________(state whether the nominee is a 
village or a school); 

2. a group that will increase in number when they get larger water collection system for 
use in _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

(state what the nominee will use RaHa Solutions in); 

3. a settlement currently in danger of a wildly spreading fire because it is not easily 
accessible by fire fighting engines; 

4. a ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________[state whether the nominee is a 
school (or the like)] that currently uses treated water in flushing toilets (and the like); or, 

5. a location where the human right for access to improved sanitation facilities is not 
guaranteed. 

I have invited ____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________to 
mark the nominee’s RaHa Solutions with their name or logo free of charge (assuming that 
the advertiser is called Chisholm, they will advertise on the RaHa Solutions as illustrated 
below) 
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Community Name & Physical Address 



I have explained the following to the advertiser –– After building RaHa Solutions, RaHa 
must widely publicize about the solutions in oder to inspire more members of public to 
nominate for RaHa Solutions. To be effective, the publicity must contain photos of main 
parts of the solutions. Since many other solutions will also be publicized, photos of our 
solutions must be different to avoid monotonous publicity. This is why the advertiser will 
mark the nominee’s solutions with their (advertiser’s) name or logo, free of charge. 

Therefore, by receiving this letter, you agree to:  
• publish 7 different news articles about me, my nominee and or the advertiser in the 

same publication as the advertiser’s advertisements — the advertiser will coordinate 

closely with you for this to happen. The news articles will actually point people to the 
advertising –– these are the same ads that the advertiser plans to publish in any 7 days. 

Cooperation of the publicity and the advertising produces a combined effect greater 
than the sum of their separate effects. The cooperation spreads information about 
RaHa, freeing funds that RaHa would otherwise spend on field officers and publicity. 
The freed money is equal to cost of major parts of your nominee’s solutions, so the 
advertiser donates substantially –– in some countries, a tax write-off –– without spending 
anything extra. 

Each of the articles or press releases will emphasize the good work the advertiser is 
doing by helping the nominee get the much-needed water or sanitation. The articles 
are mainly for inspiring many others to nominate for RaHa Solutions. 

• build for me for free a RaHa System consisting of a barrel/butt around my house located 
in ______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ town/city. You agree to do this soon after 
the advertiser publishes all the ads that they plan to publish in any 7 days in offline news 
media. 

• build for the nominee for free the subject RaHa Solutions at the location further 

described below. You agree to do this soon after the advertiser publishes all the ads 

that they plan to publish in any 7 days in offline news media. I understand that the 
advertiser will mark the RaHa Solutions with their logo/name, free of charge. 

• publish 7 different news articles about my nominee’s marked solutions to inspire many 
others to also nominate for RaHa Solutions. This publicizing will happen after building our 
solutions. 

I and the nominee agree that the nominee’s RaHa Solutions be built in___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

______________________________________________________________________________________ _________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________, a site within our community/school. 

The nominee agrees to prepare the foundation and provide all unskilled labor required. 

Sincerely yours, 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (my full registered name) 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (my email address)  

_____________________________________________________________________________________ ________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ (my cell number)
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Our chief (or the like) who has rubber-stamped all of these 3 pages witnessed our 
agreement:

NAME OF, AT LEAST, 20 OF NOMINEE SIGNATURE CELLPHONE NO.
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